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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
w xIn previous papers 1]3 we have explored the problem of expanding
basic hypergeometric functions into continued fractions. There is, however,
a limit to what can be done since as one adds free parameters to basic
hypergeometric functions, the order of the difference equations they
satisfy increases and it soon is not possible to find the second order
recurrences necessary for continued fractions.
In this paper we apply a generalization of the continued fraction process
which arises from higher order recurrences to find expansions for the
quotients of basic hypergeometric functions. This generalization is known
as a G-continued fraction. For basic information see the book of Lorentzen
w xand Waadeland 6 . Several convergence theorems for G-continued frac-
tions as well as relations with other generalized continued fraction algo-
rithms have been given, but we do not know of any explicit expansions of
special functions in terms of G-continued fractions. In this paper we give a
general expansion of the quotient of two contiguous basic hypergeometric
functions in arbitrarily many variables as a G-continued fraction. We make
w xuse of the convergence theorem of Zahar 9 which extends the theorem of
w xPincherle 7 for ordinary continued fractions.
Our expansion of basic hypergeometric functions will be used in future
work on combinatorics of these functions as well as possibly for work on
the arithmetic nature of their special values.
1 This author's research was partially supported by Grant DMS-9705782.
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2. THEOREM AND PROOF
We consider mth-order linear homogeneous recurrence relations of the
form
m
a n y s 0, a n a n / 0, n s 0, 1, . . . . 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i nqmyi 0 m
is0
Ž .Here the a n are given sequences of complex constants for 0 F i F m. Ai
G-continued fraction will be defined shortly. First define the transfor-
my 1  4mations s and S from C into C j ‘ iteratively in terms of then n
Ž .sequences a n byi
s w , . . . , wŽ .n 1 my1
ya nŽ .ms ,
a n q a n w q a n w w q ??? qa n w w ??? wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .my 1 my2 1 my3 1 2 0 1 2 my1
S w , . . . , w s s w , . . . , w ,Ž . Ž .0 1 my1 0 1 my1
S w , . . . , w s S s w , . . . , w , w , . . . , w ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n 1 my1 ny1 n 1 my1 1 my2
Ž .for n G 1 and f s S 0, 0, . . . , 0 . Then the sequence f are called then n n
approximants of the G-continued fraction
ya nŽ .m
K .
a n ; ??? ; a nŽ . Ž .my 1 0
If f s lim f exists, then the G-continued fraction is said to convergen“‘ n
to this limiting value.
Ž1. Ž2. Ž p. Ž .We define for arbitrary solutions x , x , . . . , x of 0n n n
Ž1. Žm.x ??? xNqpymq1 Nqpymq1
. .Ž1. Ž p. . .E x , . . . , x s .Ž .N n n . .
Ž1. Žm.x ??? xNqp Nqp
The generalization of Pincherle's theorem that we will use for giving
w xconvergence of our expansion is the following theorem of Zahar 9 .
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 0 Zahar . If the recurrence relation 0 has a fundamental
system of solutions X Ž1., . . . , X Žm. with X Žm. / 0 and for whichn n 0
E X Ž1. , . . . , X Ž iy1. , X Žm. , X Ž iq1. , . . . , X Žmy1.Ž .N n n n n n
lim s 0, 1Ž .Ž1. Žmy1.E X , . . . , XN“‘ Ž .N n n
for i s 1, . . . , m y 1, then the G-continued fraction
ya nŽ .m
K
a n ; ??? ;a nŽ . Ž .my 1 0
con¤erges to X Žm.rX Žm..1 0
This theorem will be applied to basic hypergeometric series by making
w xuse of the theorem of Thomae 8 , which states that the analytic solutions
Ž g .analytic up to a multiple of z , g g R at the origin of the q-difference
equation
1 y a zqn f zqn q b y a zqn f zqnq1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1
q ??? q b y a zqn f zqnqm s 0 1Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
are given for i s 1, 2, . . . , m by
ky1 y1
X X Xc d ??? c d aŽ . Ž . Xk1 i k yl i lg k k k.in n Ž l n2f zq s zq q zq ,XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýi ly1 y1 ž /dd qd ??? d qdŽ . Ž . i1 i m ikG0 k k
< < yg iwhere q - 1, q s d ,i
m
Xi l




ib z s 1 y d z ??? 1 y d z with b s 1, b / 0.Ž . Ž .Ý i 1 m 0 m
is0
We are now ready to state our theorem. This G-continued fraction
w xgeneralizes the continued fraction given earlier by the first author in 2 . It
reduces to this result in the event that m s 2. Here we have arbitrarily
many free parameters, while before we had only three, not counting the
independent variable and q.
< < < <THEOREM 1. If d for i s 1, . . . , m are distinct and d - d fori i m
i s 1, . . . , m, the G-continued fraction
na zq y 1Ž .0
K n n nb y a zq ; ??? ; b y a zq ; b y a zqŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 my1 my1 m m
Ž . Ž .con¤erges to f zq rf z .m m
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Before we give our proof we introduce some notation.
DEFINITION 1. The Casorati determinant for q-difference equations is
defined by
f ??? f1 n
h f ??? h f1 n
. .C f , . . . , f s ,Ž .1 n . .. .
ny1 ny1h f ??? h f1 n
k Ž . Ž k .where h f z s f zq .
Note that the non-vanishing of the Casorati implies the linear indepen-
dence of the solutions of the q-difference equation over the coefficient
w x Ž .field 4 , which in this case is C z .
Ž n. g i ynŽ Ž n..Proof. Write f zq s z d 1 q g zq , wherei i i
ky1 y1
X X Xc d ??? c d aŽ . Ž . Xk1 i k yl i lk k .n Ž l n2g zq s q zq .XŽ . Ýi ly1 y1 ž /dd qd ??? d qdŽ . Ž . i1 i m ikG1 k k
Then
C f zqn , . . . , f zqnŽ . Ž .Ž .1 m
n n1 q g zq ??? 1 q g zqŽ . Ž .1 mm . .
g yn . .js z dŁ . .j
js1 yŽmy1. nqmy1 yŽmy1. nqmy1d 1 q g zq ??? d 1 q g zqŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 m m
m
g ynjs z d sgn s a ??? aŽ .Ł Ýj 1s Ž1. m s Žm.
js1 sgSm
m
g yn y1 yŽmy1.js z d sgn s d ??? d q R ,Ž .Ł Ýj s Ž2. s Žm. n
js1 sgSm
yŽ iy1.Ž Ž nq iy1..with a s d 1 q g zq , where S is the symmetric group on ni j j j n
Ž .letters, sgn s is the sign of the permutation s , and
R s sgn s dy1 ???Ž .Ýn s Ž2.
sgSm




y1 y1d ??? d1 my1 yŽmy1. . .sgn s d ??? d sŽ .Ý s Ž2. s Žm. . .. .sgSm
yŽ my1. yŽmy1.d ??? d1 m
s dy1 y dy1 ,Ž .Ł q p
1Fp-qFm
Ž n.it follows that R s O q . Hencen
m
g yn y1 y1 njC f , . . . , f s z d d y d q O q .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł1 m j 1 p
js1 1Fp-qFm
Ž . Ž y1Since the d i s 1, . . . , m are distinct, we see that Ł d yi 1F p- q F m q
y1 . Ž . Ž n. Ž n.d q R / 0, so C f , . . . , f / 0. Hence f zq , . . . , f zq are lin-p n 1 m 1 m
Ž . Ž .early independent over C z . Also clearly f z / 0.m
Similarly we have
C f zq Nq2 , . . . , f zq Nq2Ž . Ž .Ž .1 my1
my1
g yŽNq2. y1 y1 Nq2js z d d y d q O q ,Ž .Ž .Ł Łj q p
js1 1Fp-qFmy1
and
C f zq Nq2 , . . . , f zq Nq2 , f zq Nq2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 1 iy1 m
f zq Nq2 , . . . , f zq Nq2Ž . Ž . .iq1 my1
m
g yŽNq2. y1 y1 Nq2js z d e y e q O q ,Ž .Ž .Ł Łj q p
js1 1Fp-qFmy1
j/i
Ž .where e s d p s 1, . . . , i y 1, i q 1, . . . , m y 1 and e s d . There-p p i m
fore,
E f zqn , . . . , f zqn , f zqn , . . . , f zqnŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .N 1 iy1 m my1
n nE f zq , . . . , f zqŽ . Ž .Ž .N 1 my1
C f zq Nq2 , . . . , f zq Nq2 , f zq Nq2 f zq Nq2 , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 1 iy1 m iq1
Nq2f zqŽ . .my 1s Nq2 Nq2C f zq , . . . , f zqŽ . Ž .Ž .1 my1
Ž .y Nq2 y1 y1 Nq2d Ł d y d q O qŽ .Ž .m 1F p- q F my1 q pg ygm is z .y1 y1 Nq2ž /d Ł e y e q O qŽ .Ž .i 1F p- q F my1 q p
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Ž . < < < <So 1 is satisfied if d - d for i s 1, . . . , m y 1. Thus by Theorem 0i m
Ž . Ž .the G-continued fraction converges and its value is given by f zq rf z .m m
We were able to obtain our theorem by using the fact that for the basic
hypergeometric functions considered, the full vector space of solutions of
their q-difference equations was known. In general this is not the case.
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